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In general, the art world is not kind to older
women artists. Nan Goldin recently gave 
an interview in which she was brutally frank
on the subject. She remarked that three-
quarters of the art world wants her dead;
her work has changed, but the market would
rather have the Nan of yore: documents of
seedy underbellies and demi-mondes. Now
that she has the life perspective of a woman
in her sixties, her hard-won ease does not
square with the woman the art world wants
her to be.

Suzy Lake has made this harsh truth the
core of her work. But then again, this is not
a recent development. In some sense, a ver-
sion of this truth has been central to Lake’s
practice from the very beginning, when
Goldin was still an art student. What Goldin
speaks of, and what Lake iterates through-

out the span of her practice thus far, is 
the essential feminist struggle: how to be 
a woman in the world (art or otherwise). 

To call Lake a feminist is at once an obvi-
ous truth and a simplistic reduction. It’s not
merely that she is a feminist; in looking at
the range of her output, one understands
that she has made her career understand-
ing feminism from the inside out. Since the
very beginning, she has used herself as the
magnifying glass under which femininity is

deconstructed and reconstructed. Moreover,
the construction of femininity is always a
game played on shifting sands: one doesn’t
finally arrive at womanhood (or manhood,
for that matter); its contours slip and shift
with age and the passage of time, and Lake
has always been vigilant (ever the mark of 
a good photographer), surveying the terrain
and adjusting her footing accordingly.

The work that comprises Lake’s show
“Political Poetics” at the University of
Toronto Art Centre, curated by Carla 
Garnet, is a good first step in considering 
the broader corpus of Lake’s output. Her
work of the early to mid-1970s ignited the
flame that has kept her burning all these
years. In these photographs, she enacts 
a complicated performance. She revels in
high artifice, an obfuscating theatricality

that is sometimes made formally literal, as 
in the Genuine Simulation series (regrettably
absent here): the make-up that is applied
to the photograph simultaneously obscures
her face and re draws it; its opacity both
obliterates the black-and-white face
printed on the paper, and re-presents it 
in lurid cosmetic-counter colour.

Similarly, the poses and the gestures
that are catalogued in On Stage are almost
comically artificial; certainly, they have 

Nous sommes tous coupables. Nous ne
savons pas de quoi. Mais nous le sommes.
Et si par hasard nous ne l’étions pas encore,
il y a de bonnes chances que nous le deve-
nions rapidement. Et cela sans le savoir. 

C’est le sentiment étrange qui se 
dégage de l’exposition d’Emmanuelle 
Léonard au Centre Expression. Dans cette
présentation, où la commissaire Nicole
Gingras a installé des œuvres réalisées 
entre 2003 et 2011, il règne en effet une
atmosphère de haute surveillance. Dans
une pièce, le visiteur peut voir les visages

en gros plan de policiers de l’escouade 
antiémeute qui semblent regarder vers
nous ou même nous regarder dans les
yeux (images tirées de la série Les citoyens,
manifestation, 15 mars 2009). De l’autre
côté du mur, dans une vidéo (œuvre inédite
intitulée La déposition), un policier (joué
par un acteur) qui nous fait face, écoute les
aveux de criminels et les témoignages de
prévenues... Dans la salle principale, dans
une autre vidéo (autre œuvre inédite inti-
tulée Le Polygraphe), une femme (la mère
de l’artiste) passe l’épreuve du détecteur
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almost nothing to do with any kind of 
mundane vernacular gesture. Or, perhaps
more accurately, just as the make-up job in
Genuine Simulation represents a face assem-
bled by cosmetics, the women of On Stage
are recyclings of women’s media images:
the pouty gamine of fashion photography,
the sultry silver screen siren, and so on. 
In performing these women, Lake is not
only reflecting back the fun-house mirror
distortions of media-prescribed femininity,
she is implicating herself in that distortion
as well. These photographs meld interiority
and presentation; she is simultaneously 
reflecting and exposing, using the camera
as both surgical tool and amphitheatre.

With these works, Lake masters this
paradoxical photographic praxis, and it
forms the basis of everything that is to 
follow. This double-gaze permeates her
work, and it takes various forms and tones:
the frantic, almost masochistic violence of
Choreographed Puppets; the psychological
compressions of Impositions; the gentle
satire of Peonies and the Lido; the autumnal
austerity of the Extended Breathing series.
Under Garnet’s curatorship, “Political 
Poetics” posits woman as an alchemical
self-reflexive process: osmotic absorption
problematized by analytical engagement.

As she ages, Lake’s reflection of feminin-
ity – her own, and that of her cohort – has
become darker, less playful. Gone are the
puckish trappings of On Stage; Reduced 

Performing, the most recent work at UTAC,
looks almost as if Lake is measuring herself
out for a grave. This premature morbidity (à
la Nan Goldin ?) is too easy a reading, how-
ever: yes, Lake is immobile, stretched out
on her back, staring blankly at the viewer;
but the contrast of her bright clothes
against a stark white backdrop announces
her presence boldly, and announces further
that, though it seems as if Lake is going
gently unto that good night, this is merely
yet another performance. Lake tackles the
presumed invisibility of older women with
an affirmed, acidic presence, not only in 
the form of her Technicolor garb, but in the
unmistakably wry smile that she sports;
womanhood is an ever-changing process,
and Lake and her camera are by no means
done with their dissection. 

— —
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La déposition, vidéo, 2011, 5 min 34 s, photo : Emmanuelle Léonard

Peonies and the Lido #2, 2002, three color gelatin prints, 76 x 53 cm, 76 x 51 cm, 76 x 53 cm, courtesy of university 
of Toronto art centre

Reduced Performing: Blinking and Breathing #1, 2008, 183 x 71 cm, courtesy of university of Toronto art centre
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